Kaw Point Park is maintained by the Parks and Recreation Department of the Unified Government of Wyandotte County/Kansas City Kansas. It is just one of several historic sites that exist within our large park system.

Kaw Point Park is the location where the Kansas River flows into the Missouri River and where the Lewis and Clark Expedition arrived on June 26, 1804. A boat ramp gives access to the river and a scenic trail allows visitors to view the river and the Kansas City skyline. The trail also leads to an outdoor amphitheater and a large metal sculpture of Lewis and Clark. A portion of the amphitheater is made of large stone benches with the names of Lewis and Clark expedition members.

On the upper level of the park, an open-air Education Pavilion has interpretive signs about the Lewis and Clark expedition.

For more information on this attraction or others in Kansas City, Kansas call 913-321-5800 or go to visitkansascityks.com.

Thank-you and enjoy the tour.